PondCare
MICROBIAL ALGAE CLEAN
ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO ALGAE CONTROL
Controls green water algae in water gardens containing live plants and fish
Keeps pond water clear

MICROBIAL ALGAE CLEAN
• Contains patented bacteria
• Biological inhibitor of green water
• Promotes a cleaner pond environment
• Eliminates troublesome organic sludge and debris
• Improves dissolved oxygen levels
• Helps establish and maintain the biological filter
• Reduces noxious odors from the pond

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
Do not apply directly to water other than that in your synthetically lined ornamental pond. Do not use this product on plants intended for food or feed. Do not feed treated plants to livestock or domestic animals.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. For synthetically lined ornamental ponds and water gardens only, where all water is contained without any outflow. SHAKE WELL. Add to the pond, one teaspoon (5 ml) for each 50 gallons or 1/4 cup (60 ml) for each 600 gallons twice a week for the first 2 weeks, then add once a week to maintain control of green water algae (Chlorella).

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Store between 40°F and 95°F. Disposal: If empty; Nonrefillable container. Do not use or refill this container. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

For more information, contact our Technical Services Department at 1-800-847-0659 or visit our web site at www.marsfishcare.com
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PRODUCT #269A
NET 8 FL OZ (237 ml)
Treats 2,400 U.S. Gallons (9,072 L)
KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN